Junction Farm Marking Checklist
General Marking

Marking Code

Full Date (short date in Maths) and L.O must be

Code


Explanation

visible on all work.





Use a green highlighter to highlight success.

An incorrect answer in Maths



Use a pink highlighter to underline words to be

^

Omitted words

V

Verbal feedback given

I

Independent work

S

Supported (guidance given while working).



upgraded.


Use a pink highlighter to highlight incorrect spellings
up to a maximum of 3.



Use a pink highlighter to highlight incorrect grammar
and punctuation up to a maximum of 3.



In Maths highlight up to 3 errors in pink.



In Maths the pre-learning task should be graded E D
or S. Post learning task E D S or M.



In Maths after the post-learning task there should be
a comment addressing the child’s progress.



Plan time in the next session for children to respond
to any errors highlighted in pink.



If appropriate make comment on the skills used

Focussed Marking – Big Write


3x differentiated, numbered success criteria



Highlight one example of each success criteria (in green
highlighter).



Number highlighting to match success criteria number.



Highlight the success criteria at the top of the page
when met.









Mistakes in pencil can be rubbed out.



Mistakes in pen should be crossed out with a clear,
single straight line, not scribbled.



Teachers write in green



Children respond in red

Give a positive, specific comment linked to success
criteria.



Give a response task linked to success criteria (either to
address a missed criteria or to extend learning further).

Any written feedback should be in school policy
joined up handwriting.

Use a pink highlighter a maximum of 5 times to
highlight obvious errors.

within a piece of work (Not generic comments –
good effort, well done…).

Positive/correct answers



Plan time in the next session for children to complete
response task and any errors highlighted in pink.



Acknowledge response task with initials.



No other corrections needed on this piece work.

